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We have relocated to a bigger facility !!!
After more than two and a half decades
of having our base at Ghala, we have now
moved to a larger, more convenient and
operationally more productive premise at
Misfa. The new facility is 11,000 sqmts and
houses all our activities, making it more
convenient for both our client as well as our
own team. The facility houses our large parts
store and office, fully mechanised engineering and engine rebuilding section, the motor

winding section, fuel injection pump division,
a comfortably spread engine repair division,
a paint booth, radiator service centre and
our large rental fleet and office. The service
centre of our rental division is also adjacent
to the equipment yard to facilitate easier upkeep of our equipment.
Mobility within our large premise has
been made easy by providing driving paths
through the facility.
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About us
Azaiba United is a leading Heavy Equipment
Service Provider in the Sultanate of Oman.
Established in 1993, we have evolved into a
Heavy Equipment Techno-zone dealing in the
repairing and refurbishing of construction
equipment, power generators, cranes, compressors and oilfield equipment of various
makes & models.
The organization draws its strength from its
rich experience and technical knowhow of
the key staff in the areas of trouble shooting,
assessment & execution.
Our success throughout all areas has been
based on proven engineering principles and
years of hands on experience in mechanical
repairs.
All out service to the client is our focus and
we are known to go out of the way to ensure
the client’s requirements are met.

We understand the importance of getting
the job done on time and within budget. The
repair of capital plant and machinery can
prevent expensive replacements and also
reduce the severe cost implications caused
due to lost productive time. In most cases,
following the scheduled repair/ refurbishment programme provides the equipment
a renewed life and guarantees many more
years of productive service.
The options we provide are varied and we
can tailor the jobs at hand to suit our client’s
constraints.
Our workmanship is backed up by our warranty policy and procedures. The equipment
are built to ‘zero’ hours, maintaining specifications to the manufacturer’s recommendations.

Parts Division
The “one stop shop” for our
wide range of clients for all
heavy equipment needs for
over 25 years.
The authorized dealers in
Oman for IPD and American Crane & Tractor products,
We are a leading supplier of spare parts for
a wide range of earthmoving equipment and
diesel engines, with a
top-quality parts.
The market conditions demand
quality parts at economic rates.
We are able to suggest and provide
the most economic parts and components for varied set of engines
and equipment so that our clients
needn’t hunt the vast global markets for their needs.
Our trained professionals, who average more than 20 years on the
job, closely examine the products
we sell. They also test and check
them to ensure that what you’re

major focus on CATERPILLAR®
products.
Though we principally stock
CATERPILLAR®
replacement
parts, we supply parts for any
other brands within 5-7 days
from date of confirmation,
with most competitive price.
The special hand-picked and
sealed replacement parts for
CATERPILLAR® equipment delivered by us means that you
are receiving guaranteed,

getting is reliable and up to
OEM specifications and standards.
We are also focussing now forklift parts that are
sourced from TVH,
Belgium.
If these parts are not
good enough for us,
we do not sell them to
you.
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Engineering Division
Increase the life of your engine at our
Engineering Division. A cost effective solution
ASME certified
Our Engineering and Engine salvaging unit
boasts of highly skilled technicians who operate machines that can refurbish and rebuild the
worn-out parts of engines, thereby increasing the
life of the engines, which proves as a cost effective
solution for the equipment owner.
Our Engineering division also has an industrial/
heavy machinery fabrication section with highly
skilled welders and fabricators doing repairs of dozer blades, shovel and excavator buckets and frames
to name a few. We also manufacture acoustic enclosures and shovel and excavator buckets. Given the
specifications, we can fabricate your requirement to
suit your need.
We also undertake manufacturing of special components for unique customised applications.
For jobs those can’t be brought to our Centre, we offer
in-situ machining, depending on the nature of the jobs.
Our technician can be stationed at your premises subject
to situational demands and agreements.
Turning & machining center for the manufacturing & repairing of high quality precision components.
offer insitu portable line boring machine

Engine Rebuilding and
Heavy Equipment repair
centre

Looking for a centre with high quality, better
pricing and reasonable turn around time?
The belief in continuous improvement through
our vision of being the best has given us the recognition by the construction and oil field industry
as one of the leading service providers in Oman.
Rebuilding an engine is a big job but planning
smartly for a successful rebuild can help eliminate the possibility of costly mistakes, saving
time, energy and frustration. Engine rebuilding
has always been the forte of Azaiba United.
Needless to say, we know how to remove and reinstall your engine and all that goes in between.
We restore your engine to “like new” condition or
customize it for maximum performance.
The infrastructure is supported with an exclusive
repair area to carry out electrical works including machines to rewind main and exciter, stator
and rotor, over-head lifting facility, oven, rotor
balancing machine, impulse meter, 3 load banks
with a combined capacity of 1600 kva and other
special tools.
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Hire Division
Heavy Equipment
Repair Centre - Misfa

Our two and a half decades of experience
means you save on money and time
The experience we have gained in this business
over two and a half decades makes us your ideal, trustworthy and reliable partner to aid in the
service and repairs of your equipment, most efficiently and cost effectively.
We reduce the total operating cost of your
equipment by repairing and not replacing parts
or components unless genuinely required, assist
you in making decisions on equipment repairs
and ownership to suit your operational requirements and enhance your productivity.
Our competent technicians for specific tasks such
as troubleshooting, engine recondition and tests,
transmission rebuilds, hydraulics, welding/ fabrications and electrical works, managed by experienced managers and supervisors and supported
with special tools and testing gadgets ensure efficiency and minimum turnaround time.
Apart from providing new parts, we can also
source good used parts and components. Our inhouse machine shop can repair or fabricate parts
to salvage worn out parts and components and
keep your repair costs in tune with your budgets.
We perform repairs and refurbishment on all
makes and models of heavy earth moving equipment, oil field trucks and trailers, material handling equipment and construction equipment.

Choose your unit from our Rental Division at
Muscat, Sohar and Duqm
Our Rental Division has a variety of equipment
for hire.
Generators ranging from 5kVA to 1500kVA, Air
compressors, Light Towers and Welding Machines totalling over 350 units are available that
can suit the needs of all Construction, Oilfield &
Contracting companies.
Our rental division is supported by on-call mechanics to attend any site needs 24x7. A team of
in house mechanics carry out regular maintenance of all our units systematically. A full
fledged workshop dedicated for the rental division operates for the upkeep of our equipment.
The loading and unloading of the rental units are
handled by our 60T and 20T cranes and 6T forklift. The Logistics are managed by our 10T truck
and 30T trailer.

Al-Azaiba United Co. L.L.C.

We make sure your equipments &
engines work when they are needed most...

On the job.

At Azaiba United, confidence is the driving force behind the way we think of ourselves
and the way we do business. We work with dedication and teamwork, building new opportunities through relentless commitment to quality and reliable customer service.
With the most modern equipment in this field and a quality workforce, we are able to
cater maintenance, repairs and refurbishment of diesel engines, heavy earthmoving equipment, material handling equipment, power generators, compressors and other construction
and oilfield equipment.
An ISO 9001-2015 Certified Company
JSRS Certified since 2014

No. OM-Q-277

ISO 9001-2008
Registered

P. O. Box : 1955, Postel Code : 130 Azaiba, Sultanate of Oman. Building No : 434,
Plot : 464, Street No : 9307 Misfa 1900 CR No : 1/58443/0
HO Tel. : 24435455. Fax : 24435311, Sohar : 22009445, Fax : 22009446, Salalah : 23210283, Fax : 23210601
E-mail : alazaiba@omantel.net.om | Web : www.azaibaunited.com
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